Helping providers and payers track progress and meet milestones

We provide data to all practices participating in the CPC+ project. All 560+ CPC+ practices are invited to participated in hb/insights. Data drives change, and we want all participating practices to have access to a more comprehensive view of patient populations. The degree of access and support available to practices will be dependent upon level of participation.

**BENEFITS OF CURATED LEVEL**
- Access to curated data
- One static view
- Report sent to practice and/or system
- PF customization
- PF coaching during calls/visits

**BENEFITS OF ALL-ACCESS LEVEL**
- All Curated Level services
- Access to all data via portal
- Access to benchmarks and filtering options
- Participation in THC data workgroup
- Data views at patient/practice/system level
- Customization reports via self-service option

for more information, contact:

Sean Flynn
Senior Account Manager, hb/suite
(513) 247-5257
sflynn@healthbridge.org
Going beyond measurement to optimize workflow

Hb/insights are a suite of reports and services that allow healthcare providers and health plans to measure progress toward performance-based goals.

BENEFITS OF PARTICIPATION

• Care teams are equipped with data as they partner with patients to improve outcomes in a value-based reimbursement system.

• Comprehensive view of entire attributed population in one report across multiple payers.

• Representation of cost, quality, and utilization measures.

• Comprehensive insights obtained by drilling down to patient-level detail.

• Structured as a cooperative model: participants share in the cost and thus the ownership of the aggregated data.
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Payers/health plans, including Medicare

560+
Participating practices

8
Gap-in-Care measures included